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Introduction

How aerial spraying of New Brunswick forests against

spruce budworm damaged Atlantic salmon production from streams

in treated catchments has been reviewed by Elson and Kerswill

(1966). In the same account the authors describe recent

modifications in procedure which somewhat alleviate but do not

eliminate these undesirable side effects.

After several years of spraying and just before there

was o~portunity for expected drastic effects to appear in

salmoL fisheries, an attempt was made to forecast the probable

magnitude of these effects on salmon angling in several of the

sprayed rivers (Kerswill, 1958). Spray damage to salmon

fisheries, especially the sport fishery, has been identified

(Elson and Kerswill, 1964) but factually based economic

evaluation of this cost of the new forest conservation operation

haa not yet been attempted.

With no specific termination of spray programs in.

sight, it is not surprising that a need is now recognized for

assigning an economic value to this debit against the forest

spraying operation. The present analysis contributes to such

an objective by offering methods for estimating numbers of

full grown salmon lost to fisheries and spawning stocks. The

spray program proposed for 1966 is used as an example.

One of the difficulties attendant upon such evaluation

springs from the wide range of natural fluctuations in catches

of Canadian Atlantic salmon (Figure 1). The first extensive
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effects of forest spraying, in the mid-fifties, came just after

one of the lowest points in ths history of the fishery (Elson,

1957a) and at a time when it appeared to be rising similarly

to the trend on the Gulf of St. Lawrence coast of Newfoundland

(Elson and Kerswill, 1964). Effects of spraying could thus

function not only to depress normal catches but also, more

tenuous to identify, by suppressing what might well have been

a rising trend.

Two methods of evaluating damage to salmon stocks

are offered here. Both hinge on damage to young stocks

identified in research programs. The first method develops

the manner in which the mortality factor to young is carried

over into adult stocks and concludes with estimates of numbers

of fish which will be lost to sport and commercial fisheries

as well as to spa~minb escapements. No attempt is made to

adjust for possible changing trends rooted in natural factors.

'llhe second method develops estimates of the numbers of young

killed directly by the spray. This can in turn be used for

estimating damage on an economic basis by taking account of

the cost of providing artificially reared young to replace

the losses.

An example of the chain of events that must be

considered in evaluating relations between young salmon

populations and harvest of mature fish is incorporated in

the work tables accompanying this analysis ('rabIes I- V for

the first method; Table VI for the second method). Final

estimates of damage are to be found in Table V (columns. 21
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and 22) and in 'fable VI (columns IJ, 11, and 15).

'fhe 1966 spray program

Tentative plans, developed in the winter of 1965-66,

were to spray some 1.6 million acres of central new Brunswick

forest in 1966. '11he approximate area is outlined in Figure 2.

'1'he general spray was to be two applications, each of ~ Ib

DDT/acre, in oil. A band, ~ mile wide on each side of main

stem streams and tributaries equivalent to the lower and wider

one-fifth of the total length of permanent tributary streams

(i.e., excluding intermittent parts),would be protected against

DDT by spraying, instead, an aqueous Phosphamidon solution.

This was to be more or less a repetition of the 1965 operational

technique. Stream sections sprayed that year were those

reasonably identifiable to spraying pilots and not presenting

undue flight hazards. Measurement of protected and unprotected

proportions of tributaries was made by later reference to

Government of Canada maps (1:50,000 scale). This spray plan

had been adopted by the spraying agency as a practical compromise

between earlier fisheries research findings and considerations

of pilot safety, costs of application, cfff'ctiveness for budwonn

control, etc.

Two obstaclc~ to an accurate forecast of 1966 syray

damage to salmon were inherent in the plamlinL;. ~~irst,

dependent on up-dated sprinc analysis of budwonn infestation,

the area Lo be sprayed miGht be increased by 25?L Second, an

unstipulated portion with heavy infestation a.!ld away from

larger streams llli.;;ht receive two 1/3 Ib DD'l'/a'ClI:'e applications.
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1!:ffects of forest spray on indiGenous young salmon

Annual variations in population densities of young

sallilon in a number of Hew Brunswick streams have been measured

by electroseining sample areas and survival values have been

calculated (Elson, 1957b; 1962, in preparation; Elson and

Kerswill, 1964; 1966). For the unsprayed condition, underyearling

fish average about 24 per 100 sq yd of stream bottom, small parr

(10 cm = 4 inches and under in total length and usually yearlings)
densi ties

about 20 and large parr about 12. Thes~ together with densities

found under various conditions of forest spray application are

shown in Fieure J.

Effects of the proposed 1966 spray program on indigenous

populations of young salmon will be of two kinds. They will be

most severe in those salmon-rearing areas which are above zones

of ~hosphamidon protection. Here, expected effects are about

a 90-98~ kill of underyearlings; a 70% kill of small parr

usually betvl8en 1 and 2 years old, and a 50~~ kill of larGe parr.

Effects on smolts, if the spray should be applied during the

last 2 weeks of Ilay or the first few days of June, have not

been measured. They would probably be at least equivalent

to effects on large parr but are not considered here because

in the past most spraying has been done after the majority of

smelts have migrated to sea.

Within areas given the kind of Phosphamidon protection

outlined above, the effects are expected to approximate those

observed with general application of t lb DD'l'/acre but no

Phosphronidon protection. ~his means about a 50% kill of
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underyearlings, a 20% kill of parr under 10 em, and little if

any effect on larger parr.

Blectroseining studies have shown that younG salmon

are frequently killed a considerable distance down stream from

the actual zone of spray deposition. This is presumed to be at

least in part because the oil carrier deposited on water above

floats down stream. Some DDT may pass into solution during this

drift. But some of the oil mixture gets churned to the bottom

in areas of even minor turbulence. It adheres to bottom objects

like moss and sticks and may even work into interstices between

stones. This has been seen in experimental sprayings when the

oil vehicle was dyed red. The actual downstream extent of such

effect seems to depend partly on the type of flow, partly on

the amount and location of influent unpoiaoned tributary water,

and doubtless depends in part on the total area of stream

within spray zones.

The mortalities described above occur soon after

application of the insecticides and within 4 months at most.

There is also substantial delayed mortality in the first

winter after sprayinb (Elson and Kerswill, 1966). Such

conspicuous winter mortality has not been observed under natural

conditions. In an experiment with parr collected from a stream

sprayed at t Ib DDT/acre, then, in the laboratory, subjected to

rapid chilling (52oF to )4oF in 24 hours) 80% cf the fish died

in 8 days, but there was no mortality among controls. The

proportionate ef1ect of such mortality in nature has yet to

be measured. Its severity probably depends on the amount of
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sublethal exposure to DDT and on indirect effects, like

starvation, etc., wluch the fish may have experienced. This

delayed mortality has not been introduced into the present

analysis because of lack of quantitative infonnation.

First method - calculated effect on adult stocks

For this method the difference in treatment between

the upper salmon-rearing reaches of tributaries not protected

by Phosphamidon and the larger protected rearing areas below

will be ignored. Entire river systems will be regarded as

sustaining damage at levels associated with single spraying at

t Ib DDT/acre. (Such unprotected reaches amount to about 10%

of the total salmon-rearing area.)

The series of procedures used in computing effects

on adult stocks follows. Tables I-V show the step-by-step

computations applied to each stream. A. Essentially the same

procedures developed in 1957 (Kerswill, 1958) to predict

percentage effects of { Ib DDT/acre spraying on adult salmon

of a number of New Brunswick streams have been followed in

Tables I-III. B. An attempt to translate proportionate damage

of stocks into actual number of fish, developed in Tables IV

and V, is new.

A. Allocation of percentabe damaGe to adult stocks

Step 1. Immediate loss to voung (Table I). A map

(1:500,000 scale) of the spray plan (Figure 2) was

examined to determine the area sprayed in each catchment

basin.
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Column 1 - the proportion of the stream system included

within the area.

Column 2 - the relative upstream or downstream location

of the sprayed area was noted. Depending on this location

and on the amount of unaffected tributary \Vater entering

below, a downstream effect, similar in severity to that

within the area, was allocated to as much as 20 miles of

the main stem below.

Column 3 - the relation of the damaged area (inclUded plus

downstream) to the total salmon-rearing area of the system

was estimated on the basis of map measurements modified,

where possible, by personal familiarity with the physical

nature of the stream.

Columns 4 and 5 - the proportion of rearing area damaged

was multiplied by the effect of spray patterns on particular

stages of young salmon (see Figure 3 - with t lb DDT/acre,

50% mortality for underyearlings and 20% for small parr)

to arrive at an estimate of proportionate immediate loss

in the total rearing area of the system. For the 1966

spray, since only underyearlings and small parr are likely

to be greatly reduced, only two columns are necessary.

Some probable kill of large parr in small tributaries not

given Phosphamidon protection is ignored, as also is a

heavier kill of smaller fish in these upper areas. For

the earlier computations (KersVlill, 1958; Elson and Kerswill,
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1964), which involved t Ib DDT/acre spraying with no

Phosphwnidon protection, three factors and three columns

were used at this stage - 90% mortality to underyearlin~t

70% to small parr, and 50~ to large parr.

Step 2. Consequent loss to smolt runs (Table II).

Columns 1 and 2 - overall mortality rates for the affectsd

size-groups (= in general, age-groups), as applicable to

each stream system, are transferred from Table It columna

4 and 5.

Columns J and 4 - the next step is to allocate proportions

of 2-year-old and J-year-old smolts to each year's run.

This is done on the basis of scale examination for smalts

belont;ing to a river, or of adult stocks tal:::en in the

freshwater reaches, where such information is available.

Hore often proportions must be allotted on the basis of

similarity of stream conditions, especially summer water

temperature and basic fertility to streams for which smolt

age data are available. For this, personal acquaintance

with the streams to be assessed is used when available;

when not, arbitrary values are assigned on the basis of

location and geological conformation of catchments (Elson

and Kerswill, 1966). In general, New Brunswick streams

rising in the central highlands are cooler, less productive,

and produce a high proportion of J-year smolts; whereas

strea.ms entirely \lithin lowland areas tend to be warTller,
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may have raOl'e fooe. in 3almon-rearinc reaches, and appear

to produce a hiGh proportion of 2-ycar olllolto.

Columns 5, 6 and 7 - I.lortali ty rateD are combined \·ri th

smolt ages to give an estimate of overall effect on omolt

runs the year after spraying.

Columns 8, 9, 10 and colwnns 11 t 12, 1J - similar procedures

are used to calculate the effects on succeeding smolt runs

until spray effects disappear.

ColullinS 7, 10 and IJ thus Give a measure of effects of

a Bingle yearls sprayinb on each of the three following

affected smolt runs.

Note that Table II assumes a single year's spraying on

the streams. When spraying is repeated in an additional

year or years within the freshwater life-history of a year

class, as pertained to the earlier evaluation (Kerswill,

1958; Elson and Kerswill, 1964), it is necessary to add

appropriate computations of further mortality for each

spraying.

Step J. Consequent loss to adult stocks (Table III).

Columns 1, 2 and J - proportionate reduction of smolt

runs, as derived from Table II, columns 7, 10 and lJ,

are entered in Table III. The 1966 spraying effect

will be spread over smolt runs in 1967, 1968 and 1969.
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Columns 4 and 5 give the relative proportions of mature

salmon returning to the rivers as grilse or salmon.

These proportions have been allotted, where possible,

on infonnation provided by Department of Fisheries'

records of grilse versus large salmon taken by angling

or passing through those fishways in which such information

is recorded. Grilse return in the year followine smolt

descent. In the New Brunswick area under consideration,

most larger salmon return after 2 years at sea. The

comparatively small contribution made by J-aea-year and

older salmon has been ignored in this analysis, as has

also been the contribution of respa\v.nera (generally under

5 to 10% of the total).

Columns 6, 7 and 8 indicate the losses, respectively, of

grilse and salmon to be expected, in 1968, from the first

affected smolt run, and the magnitude of loss to the total

run for the year in comparison to \'{hat the run would- have

been in the absence of any spray effect.

Columns 9, 10 and 11 give proportions of grilse and salmon

and total estimated percentage reduction in stock for the

second affected crop of adults, in 1969.

Columns 12, 1) and 14 give the grilse-salmon breakdown

and total estimated percentage loss for the third adult

crop, in 1970.
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Columns 15. 16 and 17 give the same values for the fourth

and last crop to be directly affected by the 1966 spray

program. in 1971.

A test of predictions based on percentage loss o~Qg

Prediction of the effects of 1952 to 1958 sprayings was

carried through only the above phase of computations.

Effects were expected to be exerted through 1962 returning

runs and most noticeably on the 1960 to 1962 runs into

rivero. With stocks in violent natural fluctuation, the

predictions for reduction could be difficult or imposoible

to verify. In fact, New Brunswick Atlantic salmon stocke

were apparently holding at a fairly constant level.

Observed angling catches in the affected years followed

the course of predictions moderately well (Figure 4). Tv/o

noticeable exceptions, however, were the Northwest Miramichi

River and the Upsalquitch, a large tributary of the

Restigollche system. In both these streams much higher

proportions of grilse than had been anticipated returned

in 1958 and subsequently. ¥or the individual streams and

systems shown, the correlation coefficients for estimate

and catch are about 0.5, suggestine that about one-quarter

of the variability in catch was directly related to effects

of spraying. Probabilities of the individual relations

shown occurrinb purely by chance lie betvleen 1 in 5 and

I in 20. The probability of all these relationships

appearinG simultaneously by chance is less than 1 in 1000
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(Elson, unpublished, a). For the Tobiqus Hiver, where

reliance could be placed on counts through a fiohway at

the mouth of the river, the correspondence between

expected and observed trends was particularly 01038

(Figure 5).

B. Conversion of percentage 10s6 into numbers of returning fish

Reference to Figure 1 will sho\'l the risk inherent in

assuming that one year's commercial catch of Atlantic salmon

will resemble the next. Figure 6 illustrates equally well the

pitfalls attendant on assuming that the magnitude of catch in

anyone year will reflect the catch in the parent generation

(on the average, 6 years before) or be reflected in the catch

of the next generation (Elson, 1957a). While there have been

both short- and long-term trends in previous catches, these

are not so well defined that there appears to be much better

basis for any kind of short-term prediction than immediately

preceding short-term averages.

In convertinG the pe rcentage lOBS of aduI t stocks,

caused by the 1966 spraying, to numbers of fish, averages of

two recent series of catches were used.

AnGling catches served as a guide to adult populations

entering rivers and to allocate contributions of specific rivers

to commercial catches. Relative angling catches, between

Hiramichi streams especially, became seriously unbalanced about

1959 as a result of earlier forest spraying. Hence, data for

the 10 years from 1949 to 1958 were u,ed in this series.
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Eotimatee of contribution to commercial fioheriee

were based on the assumption that the 1949-1965 average

commercial catch is a reasonably valid representation of recent

unaffected catches. That this 13 not strictly true is indicated

not only by angling catches but also by the fact that commercial

salmon catches in the estuary of the l1iramichi, one of the most

affected systems, dropped to comparatively low levels between

1959 and 1962, the years when the early spraying should have

exerted its worst effect. These estuarial catches were as

follows (in '000 Ib):

!ill.ill7.illJ!ill2lli.Q.lli!.~!.22lill!!:~

10) 155 162 108 104 69 86 108 152 146

However, eome offshore catches between 1959 and 1962 involving

both I1iramichi and other fish were sufficiently good throughout

this period that the 1950-65 average total commercial catch for

the area differs by only about 10% from the averaee if

questionable years for the Hiramichi are removed. (Break-dovm.

into estuarial and offshore catches is not available for 1949.)

'l'he above averages Vlere used to provide bases for

estimating nwnbers of fish lost as a consequence of spraying.

Relations computed for the Miramichi system were used as a

basis for evaluating relative contributions to fisheries of

all affected streams. The steps used for developing estimates

of salmon stock produced by i.ndividual systems are shown in

Table IV.
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Step 1. Estimation of adult river stocks from angling

~ ('fable IV, columns 1-6).

Column 1 gives the average annual catch of salmon by

angling, from Department of Fisheries records.

Column 2 gives an estimate of the average total population

of mature grilse and salmon entering rivers each year.

Published records of angling catch in relation to river

population indicate approximately these average rates of

exploitation: Margaree River about 20% (Hayes, 1949);

LaHave River about J07; (Hayes, 195J); Tobique River about

20% (Elson and Kerswill, 1964). In streams for which

there are records of angling catch, total river population

was estimated as 4 x the catch by angling. For the

Bartholomew, with no reported angling, the tabulated

figure is the run recorded, by the Department, through

the fishway at the mouth of this river in 1965, this

being the first year for which such records are available.

For the Tobique, Department records of entry through the

fishway at the mouth are available from 195J on. For the

years from 1957 through 1962, Tobique entry was low

primarily as a result of forest spraying in 195J-58 (Elson

and Kerswill. 1964). Fishway records for 195J to 1956,

years before serious spray effect. and for 1964 and 1965.

by which time all direct effect of the spray had passed

off, have been combined with sport catch records for 1949

to 1952. The latter, rather than being treated as .25jG of
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the ann1ing catch, have served as a basis for estimatine

river populations in these earlier years by reference to

the Elson-Kerswill 195)-1962 curve relating angling success

to numbers of fish in the river. For several streams

neither angling nor fishway records are available. For

these an arbitrary figure for total river population has

been assigned on the basis of physical similarity to streams

for which records are available.

Columns ) and 4 give the proportions of grilse and salmon

recorded in angling and fishway records, if available,

or if not available, guessed by reason of similarity of

streams to others for which records are available.

Columns 5 and 6 - using the estin~tes of total river

population in column 2 and the proportions of grilse and

salmon in columns J and 4, estimates of the numbers of

grilse and of salmon in each river population have been

calculated as in columns 5 and 6.

step 2. Allocation of river contribution:) to Hiramichi

commercial fisheriec (Table IV, columns 7 and 8).

Streams of the Hiramichi systcm contribute to both sport

and commercial fisheries. Ho rc (~<1 La re] ating to

contributions to fisheric3 have l'ccn ~athcred here than

for most other Canadian Atlantic sulmon rivers. It is

possible, because of proximi ty to an intensive commercial

fishery in the large Iiirarnichi estuary, that these stocke

may be more heavily exploi t·-tl than others. However, in
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the aboanec of more specific data, it will be uS:Jumcd

for tho present purpose that c:A"}lloitatlon here reprci3ents

the cenaral situation. streams of the Saint John syatee

also contribute to intensive fisheries located in the area

of river discharge through estuary and into the Bay of

Fundy, so the assumption of similar!ty to the Mlram1chi

condition seems reasonable here, too.

The average recorded annual sport catch of salmon and

grilee in the I·dramlchi system for 1949-1958 was )3,196

fish. Assuming the catch was 25~ of the total river

population, this implies yearly runs of about 135,000

fish into the aysteD.

Column 7 - the percentage which the estimated river

population of each J11ramichi stream (coluIiln 2) contributes

in the total Nlramichi river population is listed under

column 7.

A breakdo\ffi of the sport catch for that part of the

N1ramichi lying in Northumberland County (and which

provides substantially li.lOl'e than half of the sport catch)

shows 80~~ Grilse and 201~ salmon. Transferring this

percentaGe to the total Hiramich1 river population, it

should include 27 t 000 2-sea-year and older large salmon.

Column 8 - the percentage of lare;e salmon which each

tributary contributes to the total river population of
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large salmon is taken as the percentaGe which its estimated

annual run of larGe finh (column 6) contributes to the

total l'1iralflichi river population of 27,000. ffhese percentages

are listed in column 8.

Step J. Estimated river contributions to commercial fisheries

(Table IV, columns 9 and 10).

The next step is to derive an estimate of river contributions

to commercial fisheries. As for Step 2, data from the

Niramichi system seems, ,-,i th the present state of ImoVlledge,

best adapted for developing standards useful for tile

immediate objective. Relations estimated for the Hiramichi

are used as a standard for other streams.

Commercial landings of Atlantic salmon in Canada are reported

by weight. Regulations of commercial fisheries in the

Hari times (this excludes NewfouncUand) are such that few

salmon under 2-sea-years of age are landed. Because the

present analysis deals largely with numbers of fish,

landinGs are given as equivalent numbers of lO-lb salmon.

This may be as much as 20~ beloV/ actual numbers involved,

but data to improve the conversion are lacking.

The fact that some New Brunswick salmon landed in

Newfoundland. and Labrador fisheries are talcen as grilse

rather than 2-sea-year salmon is here ignored. Relations,

given below, between IIiramichi fish caught in a substantial

segment of the Maritime fishery and in the Newfoundland

Labrador fishery are based on comparative numbers of
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marked fish caught in both areas (I,erswill, 1955); hence

are not subject to error arisinG from conversion of weiGht

to numbers. But the di::; ta.nt cap"tures do involve some

crilse and may introduce error::; related to survival at

sea into the comparison. Again, however, these are the

best data available at the present time.

Contributions of the Iiiramichi system to commercial

fisheries are estimated as follows:

The average annual (1950-65) catch in the lliramichi estuary,

probably almost entirely salmon of Niramichi origin, was

11,210 fish.

The average annual take by offshore drift-nets (1950-65)

was 23,940 fish. Formerly, about one-half of the drift

net catch was of Hiramichi origin and half of Bay of

Chaleur and ~uebec origin, accordine to an analysis of

1937 catches in this fishery (Belding and ~refontaine,

1939). An examination of reported commercial recapture,

as ndults, of smal ts marked in the Horthvlest Hirar.1ichi

laver in 1951 shows almos t identical numbers taken in

the hiramichi drift-net fiohcry and in more diotant

fi'Jherics, chiefly in ;!e\O,foundland and 1abrndor (Kers\,ill,

1955). Hence, total Eiramichi contribution to commercial

fiGherics i~ cstiuated as:

estuarial catch + drift-zet catch + a number equal to

drift-net catch
z

Using the abovc average values, this amounts to the

equivalent of 35,150 10-lb fish.
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Column 9 - aSBuminb stream contributions to commercial

fisheries are at ratios similar to their contributions

of large salmon in the overall Miramichi large salmon

population, as shown in column 8, commercial contributions

are computed as in column 9.

As calculated above and in rsble IV, column 9, the

contributions of Hiramichi streams to commercial fisheries

amount to 1.3 x the estim~ted river populations of large

salmon, including those taken by angling.

An interesting by-product of the present exercise is,

therefore, the sugzestion that the rate of commercial

exploitation of Niramichi large salmon is expressed by

the ratio J5,OOO , a rate of about 55%, and
27,000 + J5,OOO

anBling plus commercial exploitation by 5,000 + J5,OOO
27,000 + J5,000

or about 65%. Similarly, exploitation of grilse and

salmon, together, by both sport and commercial fi~leries

would be JJ,OOO + 35,000 4010
1)5,000 + J5,OOO

Column 10 - for streams not in the Hiramichi system,

contributions to commercial fisheries are assumed to

bear the same relation to their estimated river populations

of larGe salrr;on (i.e., 1.Jx) as is estimated for Iiiramichi

streams. These values arc li::;ted in column 1U.
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Step 4. Estimated total salmon production, by rivers

(Table IT, columns 11-15).

At this stage only a little rounding of estimated values

is introduced into computations. Anglinti catches have

been rounded to 10 fish; commercial catches to the nearest

50 or 500 fish, depending on numbers involved, and

spavming escapements are derived by subtraction of

columns 11 or 12 from estimated river populations appearing

in eolumns 5 and 6.

Column 11 gives an estimate of average annual yield of

grUse to anglers, computed by combining columns 1 and ).

Column 12 gives an estimate of average annual yield of

large salmon to anglers, computed by combining columns 1

and 4.

Column 1) gives the estimated average commercial yield

expressed as numbers of lO-lb salmon.

Column 14 gives an estimate of brilse in the average

spawning escapement.

Column 15 eivea a similar estimate for large salmon.

Step 5. Effect of loss of adult stocks on sport and

comme:::cial fisheries and on spavming escapements (Table V).

Data for developinG estimates of the losses of adult

fish to each of the sprayed streans are in Tables III and IV.
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Losses will be spread over the 4 year8 from 1968, the

first year of effect on grilse, to 1971, the la8t year

of noticeable effect on 2-sea-year salmon. In no case do

they appear likely to be of 8uch great magnitude, i.e.,

all 10s8e8 are under 50% (Ker8will, 1958), a8 to hav8

recognizable direct reflection in a second generation as

a consequence of dearth of 8pa\<ner8 (E180n, 1962). Table V

list8 calculated 10s8es by year8 and river8. Suggestion8

for rounding values are given later in the text.

Procedure for arriving at the values in Table V was to

multiply the average annual number of grilse or salmon

taken in fisheries or available as spawning escapement

(Table IV, columns 11-15) by the appropriate percentage

loss for grilse or salmon (Table III, c01umn8 6 or 7 for

1968; columns 9 or 10 for 1969; 12 or l" for 1970 and l5

or 16 for 1971). As.an example, for the Tabusintac in

1970, the 1088 of large salmon to the sport fi8hery i8

computed as 10% (Table III, column 13, row 1) of 1,310

(Table IV, column 12, row 1) = 131 fish.

Estimated total losses of grils8 and salmon to each river

over the 4-year period are given in the two right-hand

column8 of Tabl e V.

Overall estimated losses for each year, as grilse and

salmon, are given at the foot of the table, as direct

sums of the columns for a year.
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Any attempt such as this, which involves prediction of

populations several years in advance, must surely include

unrecognized as well as recognized errors. It is suggested

that confidence to be placed in the estimates developed

in Tables I through V does not warrant accuracy beyond one

sif>llificant digit. For the purpos e of economic evaluation

of theee losses they might be expressed as follows:

loss to

loss to spawning loss to

sport fisheries escapement commercial fishery

10,000 grilse 40,000 grilse equivalent to

~ salmon --l..QQ.Q. salmon 5,000 10-lb salmon

10,000 fish 40,000 fish 50,000 lb

Estimates of 10s8 to fisheries are computed on actual

records of catch and are considered acceptable to one

significant figure, as given. But estimatss of loss to

spawning escapement depend both on records of catch and

on the assumption of a 25~ exploitation by anglers; they

are therefore much less precise than estimates of 10s8

to fisheries. It is suggested that an appropriate degree

of confidence to be placed in the estimates of loss to

spawning escapement would be one-half to double the

numbers derived by computation, i.e., 10B8 of spawners

20,000 to 80,000 fish and total loss; 40,000 to 100,000

fish.
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Second method - hatchery stock needed to replace wild

young salmon killed by spray

A. Estimation of loss from spraying

For the second method, only early, direct losses of

young attributable to spraying will be considered. As described

on pages »-6, there are other losses apparently associated with

the impact of certain natural stresses on fish which have survived

but been weakened by exposure to the spray. There is reason to

believe that such delayed and indirect mortalities can be

substantial, but until better quantitative data are available,

it would be difficult to bring them into an accounting.

For the second method, no attempt is made to relate

losses due to spraying to adult production from streams.

Data pertinent to each step are assembled in Table VI

where the final estimates appear at the bottom of columna 1)-15.

Step 1. Determination of rearing area protected by

Phoaphamidon (Table VI, oolumns 1-5).

The method depends on an assumption that under normal

conditions populations of young salmon are spread rather

evenly over the length of a stream. Densities found at

different places in any ODe stream have varied over a

wide range. But commonly the average value for J or

more stations selected in characteristic young salmon

habitat of one stream resemble the average for another.

The first step, then, is to assign a value for areas

of stream bottom affected by spray.
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No New Brunswick salmon streams have been completely

surveyed and catalogued in respect to area of young

salmon rearing habitat, although partial information

is available for many. However, by using topographic

and geological maps coupled with indiVidual acquaintance

wi th Bome streams t figures have been aseigned which should

have utilitarian value.

Nain-stem streams in the area under consideration usually

have average widths of 30-50 yd. Such streams frequently

have tributaries as much as 20 yd wide t or even wider at

their confluence. Based on intimate knowledge of one

system, tributary widths average about 15 yd for 20% of

total tributary length, about 7 yd for 30% and about 2 yd

for 50%. TheBe standards, modified by personal acquaintance

with some streams, and by consfderation of the parts of

streams within spray zones have been uBed here for

calculating rearing areas.

In the spray plan for 1966 the upper, narrow parts of

tributaries, which still provide Borne young salmon habi tat,

were not expected to receive Fhosphamidon protection but

would get a total application of -1;- Ib DDT/acre. For this

reason, areas in the smaller streams are computed

separately and a different kill-factor 1s employed. (In

the first method no such distinction was employed, which

could contribute an error of about lO~ on the low side.)

Columns 1 and 2 - these give the estimated length (miles)

of streams haVing average ';/idths of 7 and 15 yd respectively
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within spray zones.

Colul1U1 J gives the length and average width of main stem

\'Iithin spray zones.

Column 4 - as described on page 5, the killing effect of

spraying DDT-in-oil extends some distance down stream.

This downstream effect, in length (miles) and width (yards),

has been assigned under column 4.

ColUl1U1 5 - the total stream area within spray zones, plus

the area affected by downstream transport of spray, is

listed under colUl1U1 5. Values have been rounded to the

nearest 1,000 sq yd (approximately 0.2 acre).

For the Canaan River, much of the area is known to be

marginal for young salmon because of high Bummer temperatures

and physical habitat characteristics. Nevertheless, it is

knovm to rear some salmon. So for this stream, adjustment

has been made by reducing the allowance for width of stream

to about one-tenth of its actual value.

Step 2. Numbers killed in protected areas.

ColUl1U1 6 - using the values for unsprayed and sprayed

population densities as outlined on pages 4-5, the total

loss of underyearling salmon for each stream, within and

below spray zones, is calculated as 50% of 240 x area in

thousands of square yards. Values are given to the

nearest 1,000 fish.
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Column 7 - similarly, losses of parr of 10 em (4 inches)

and less total length are calculated as 20% of 200 x

1,000 Yd2 .

Step 3. Determination of unprotected rearing areas in

tributaries.

Columns 8 and 9 - the length of tributary stream not

expected to receive Fhosphamidon protection is given

1n column 8 and the rearing area involved, at an average

width of 2 yd, appears in column 9.

step 4. Numbers killed in unprotected tributaries.

For these upper tributary reaches, the rates of kill are

expected to be higher than in those parts given a

Phosphamidon safe-guard strip (pages 4-5). Moreover, in

contrast to the lower reaches where it is not anticipated

that parr over 10 em long will be killed, experience hae

shown that a substantial proportion of large parr will be

killed (Figure J).

ColunUl 10 - losses of underyearlings in these upper tributary

reaches are estimated as 90% of 240 x 1,000 yd2 .

Column 11 - losses of small parr (10 em and under) are

estimated as 70% of 200 x 1,000 yd2 .

Column 12 - losses of large parr (over 10 em) are estimated

as 50j: of 12 x 1,000 yd2 •
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step 5. Total losse3 of ;young 3aluon.

Total losses for each of the J size-Groups of younG salmon

are obtained by aooinG lOGSCS in protected and unprotected

areas as follows:

Column 1) - for underyearlings, add values under colwnn 6

and column 10.

Column 14 - for small parr, add values under columns 7 and

11.

Column 15 - for large parr, values under column 12 are

transferred to column 15.

Overall totals for the 1966 spray plan are given at the

foot of each column.

Total losses of young salmon, as given in Table VI,

columns 13, 14 and 15, should probably be rounded to one

sic;nificant di:3.i t, as f0110';/8:

Underyearlin~s

4,000,000

Small parr

2,000,000

Lares parr

100,000

B. Calculation of hatchery stocks needed to replace loss

The losses cannot be expressed directly in terms of

replacement by hatchery-reared stacIe. Studies have shown that

because of ~ortality factors associated with adaptation to

their new environment, the relative requirements of hatchery

to native stock of equivalent size are about 2.5:1.0.
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Reducing this to simplest tenns, about J hatchery-reared

late-summer underyearlines are required to replace 1

established native underyearling. About the same ratio

has appeared for parr, even those of a late-autumn pre

smolt stage (Elson, 1957c).

For replacement directly by hatchery-reared smolts, the

best procedure would seem to be to estimate requirecents

in terms of the number of salmon to be replaced, assuming

conversion of smolts to adults at a rate of between 5 and

10%. Approximately this range of survival has been reported

for wild smolts in Canada (Elson, 1957a). Most Canadian

liberations of hatchery-reared smolts have given only a

small fraction of this rate. But using the best material

and techniques, a survival rate of 5% or a bit more from

hatchery-reared smolts appears possible (Elson, unpublished b).

At a 5% rate from smolts, the 40,000 to 100,000 grilse and

salmon lost as a result of spraying would require replacement

by something between ~ million and 2 million hatchery-reared

smolts.

Discussion

It 18 the authors' hope that this analysis can serve

~ore than one purpose.

Lts immediate objective is to prOVide alternative

bases for introducing one cost of a proposed New Brunswick

forest spraying operation, that involving damage to salmon in
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sprayed rivers, into a general coot-benefit analysia of the

operation. The costs in salmon as estimated here are believed

to incorporate the most complete quantitative infonnation now

available.

While we believe that the final reaults offered here

are realistic, it is obvious thut there is room for improvement

of basic data on a number of points. A cataloguing of stream

systems, including their tributaries, in respect to physical

characteristics and salmon rearing potentials would be useful.

As newer spraying techniques and formulations decrease initial

mortality, the need for quantitative evaluation of delayed

mortality, secondary mortality and sublethal effects assumes

increasing importance. Better information on life histories

pertinent to particular 3 reams would assist evaluations.

Proportions of smelts in different age groups and proportionate

returns of smolts as grilse or larger salmon comprise key

information for such management efforts. There is need for

much more information of this kind for nearly all river systems.

Development of the estimates given here has been

presented in detail sufficient to indicate ho\'l similar

evaluations might be made of past or future programs. The

type of approach should also be profitable in attempting to

assess effects of other man-made or natural factors operating

within river systems, which may control abundance of Atlantic

salmon, whether these tend to decrease or improve production.
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Summary

T,'/o methods for evaluating the harmful effect of

recent New Brunswick forest spraying programs on salmon

production from sprayed streams have been described. Both are

illustrated using the proposed 1966 forest spraying program as

an example.

Suggestions are offered for improving background data

useful for sueh evaluations. Similar methods could be applied

to evaluating changes brought about by other artificial or

natural alteration in environmental conditions.

Losses of mature fish from the 1966 program will be

spread over 4 years - 1968 to 1971.

They will amount to between 40,000 and 100,000

(possibly around 60,000) grilse and salmon, in all. Losses

will be distributed approximately as follows: to anglers 

10,000 grilse and 1,000 larger salmon; to commercial fishermen 

50 ,000 lb; to spawning escapement - 20,000 to 80,000 (possibly

around 40,000) grilse and larger salmon.

These losses are much lighter than those which must

have followed some of the 1952-1958 spray programs. It is

doubtful that within the ordinary trends of fisheries the

1966 losses will be positively identifiable as directly

attributable to spraying. They will be present none the less.

Immediate loss of younG, which might provide a

standard for cost in tems of replacement from hatchery stocks,

will be approximately 4 million underyearlings, 2 million parr
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under 10 cm (4 inches) long and 100,000 larger parr. Heplacement

for each of the size eroups should be at a ratio of hatchery

fish planted for each wild fish destroyed, i.e. I 12 million

underyearlin£s, 6 million small parr and JOO,OOO large parr.

Hatchery replacement designed to compensate the loss

could theoretically be made in 1966; or it might possibly be

spread over J years, 1967 to 1970, by supplying over this period

not less than about one million (actual computation, i million

to 2 million) smalts to the various streams.
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Table 1. Io.'lledinte (first 4 tlont~s) losses to youne; oalmon populctiona in sprayed streaIts, as '!Jer cent of \t".et

populations .... .;>uld probably have been ~:1thout spmyinG, liltely to result directly i'roo propoced 1966

aerial forest spraying proSI"ClJ in He.! Bruns ....ick. Spray fon.ulftion expected is ~ Ib DD1 in ~ ",al 011

per acre e.ppl1ed tldce, e:..:cept streams zaarkcd - way receive 2 applications at 1/3 lb/acre: rbosphezidon

used in l~ile w1o:'.e belt along streer:Js as in 1965. J;o serious r~ortality anticipated for parr over IJ cr:: Ion.:::.

Distance of Overall mortality Overall mortal1 ty

downstream effect Total rearing rate for under- rate for sl:18l1

Reartno area in in area damaged yearlings assuming parr aSSl.U!linb a

Stream

'::'abusintac

i;'-.:. J:ira.t;ich1

Dun.;arvon

Dart:1olome...'

S:J. i:.iracich:

Cains

lois

~obilO.ue

;:as~\...aak

"'Salmon

*Gsspereau

"Ca.~an

'Iable 1. (cont'd.)

B.ltray zone (5;J nain-stem (~~) a ';'505; kill ($;) *20:'; ::i11 (~;)

(1) (2) 0) (4) (5)

25 15 ::llles 50 II ~

0 5 U 1
20 12 40 ~ J!
95 5 100 2 ~

80 20 90 ii. lJ!
50 12 75 l2 l.l.
70 7 90 ii. lJ!

under 1 (to moutl:.) negligible -----------------------------------

80 15 mlles 90 ii. lJ!
90 (to mouth) '90 •.2!t on

100 -100 *2.2. 0:lQ

)0 20 mlles °70 "',!g ~ll

*Richibucto

"'l~oucniboue;uacsie

25

50

6 miles

15 II

"50

"90

*22.

".2!t
"l.l.

"n

""r':ortality :mtes of 605; for underyearlinga and )05; for aWlll parr have been allo'.-:ea ror streSl:ls receivinG t ....o

1/3 lb :DDT/acre treat::lentej this allowance for scalI perr may aleo absorb so:ne effect of the heavj' doset>e on

le.rbe parr.



::'able III. :.0:30 'to returnlnc: adult otoclo.s, as per CE:J.t, 'to be e';;:.ec'ted frOIJ 1966 z;:.ray1n; .:lS ~ result of 10sa of sco1ts shovn

in . .:lble :1, tl.rou.:h 1000 of youn"" shO\·m in Table 1. Cols. 1. 2 and j frOIL -:'aole II. cols. 7. Ie. lind 13. rcspcctivelv.

loss of f':l&.ture fisl.. b.',' 7~e.rs

1968 1969 1970 1971

Per cent of

Loss to seol t adul t returns

runs in years

1.221~~ grilse salmon

(1) (2) 0) (4) (5)

16 15 40 60

2.

£
i

1

Q

;;

i
.i

i
;;

~
(17)

2.

A.

t:rilae ct.Lon

11

1

.u
2Q

~

~

g

17 Ei
10 li

;;;;

AsAs

grilse salmon

II
~

22. 24

2i

£
I 1)

M 24

~ 22

II 14

II II

..

(10) (ll) (12) (1) (14; (15) (16)

~ 6 10 12

A.

grilse salmon

i 17

,!& 38

1.1. 36

.u 32

(7) (8) (9)

£
1

£
i U

i ~

i "
II )0

AsAs

(6)

------- Ho 10e8 unleae slnolts affected by spray in Toblque head pond ---------

10

18

12

15

(eols. (little 3 (coh. (cols. 3 (eols. (eols. 3 (no (colo.

~) lose) ~~) ffi) ~ ~i fTIt) ~ 10SSi ~)

grl1se salmon

30

20

50

50

20

20

20

10

20

20

20

90

10 16 80

32 30 80

29 27 80

27 19 70

13 37 14 80

50

11 34 15 50

22 48 11 80

15 45 30 60

19 40 4 ao

.'. ". Eira:::l1ch1

Strea::l

Bart:-.olooew

Tabusintac

:::&1ns

:'e.;.;:ls

Gas;:.ereau

:'oblque

;;, ...:. i:.ira=.1cil1

:>u.."l.;arvon

SelLon

:le.sb:.laak

C8.:laan

Table III. (eont'd.)

Richibueto 11 66

Kouchibouguaesie 19 46 16

80

80

20

20 15

2. 21

.u 37

II
II 1)

1.1.
g

£

2
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"~ 6 Atlantic Salmon
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Figure 1. Commercial landings of Atlantic salmon in the Gulf Area

(Cape Gaspe to northern tip of Cape Breton) of the

Maritime Region, 1870-1965. (Adapted from Elson, 1957a)
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Figure 2. Proposed area for aerial

forest spraying in New

Brunswick in 1966 and

affected rivers.
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Figure J. Average abundance, per 100 sq of stream bottom,

of wild young salmon found in New Brunswick streams

under natural conditions and 3 months after

surrounding forests were sprayed with insecticide

at the rates shown. (From Elson and Kerswill, 1966)
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Figure 4. Angling catches per rod-day (---) and predicted stock

abundance (--) as affected by DDT: original estimate

of DDT effect adjusted to conform to angling success

trend, shown in A, in J unsprayed Nova Scotia rivers.

B - Northwest Miramichi; C - Reetigouche system;

D - Miramichi system; E - Kedgwick; F - Tobique. (From

ElsOD, unpub.a)
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Figure 5. Numbers of salmon entering the Tobique River in

comparison to expected effect of DDT spray on returning

stock. (From Elson and Kerswill, 1966)
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------ of 10-lb salmon arranged
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Figure 6. Relations between magn~tudes of commercial landings of

Atlantic salmon in one year and 6 years later (directly
under), which is average time between commercial

landings of one generation and the next for this area.

Data for 1870-1954 for the Gulf Area of the Maritime
Region, similar to Figure 1. (From Elson, 1957a)
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